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（１）a．We have a walk in the park.
b．She gave Mary a smile.
c. He took a deep breath.
これらの表現には次のような対応表現も考えられる。
（２）a．We walked in the park.










































have、give、takeなどの動詞は、‘ have a chat /





（３） make a reply /（an） answer /
a protest / a request /
an offer / a mistake /
a change / an effort /
a progress
a statement / a suggestion /
complaint / confession /





























（４）a. give a glance
b. take a step
c. have a look
d. make a change
コリンズCOBUILD英語辞典（1987）ではいくつかの基
本動詞の項で次のような記述を最初に掲げている：
Make is one of the most common verbs in
English. It is often used in expressions where
it does not have a very distinct meaning of its
own, but where most of the meaning is in the
noun that fol lows it．So, for example,‘he
made an enquiry’means almost the same as
‘he enquired.’This structure is often chosen
in order to suggest that the action is more
deliberate, or in order to give more information






（５） a. do a report
b. do writing / painting
do the shopping / washing
c. do the sights（of）/ the dishes































































（７）a. make a speech ～　give a speech




















































（８） pass = go by
descend = go down
leave = go away
compose = make or create by
putting together parts or elements
produce = make or process （a raw
material） into a finished product,









































Between a thought and a symbol causal
relations hold．．．．Between the Thought and
the Referent there is also a relation．．．．
Between the symbol and the referent there
is no relevant relation other than the indirect
one, which consists in its being used by
someone to stand for a referent. Symbol and
Referent, that is to say, are not connected
directly（and when, for grammatical reasons,
we imply such a relation, it will merely be
an imputed, as opposed to a real, relation）
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On the Usage of Basic Verbs Plus Noun Constructions for the
Improvement of Language Production
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Abstract
One of the major features of English language usage is the construction with a basic verb as
the main verb directly followed by a noun. This pattern is mainly designed to signify actions or
performance, and it has functions and characteristics of its own. The construction, however, has not
had enough attention paid to it in teaching English as a foreign language.
Reference will be made to the implications the construction has in teaching and learning
English. More emphasis should be placed on the intake of the usage for students. Students should
be more familiar with the construction not only for reception but also for their production of
English. The intake will lead the students to improve their abilities in English production.
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